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Chillin' in the club with my pork pie on
And the DJ was spinnin' my favorite song
When a girl approached me, sexy as can be
Asked me how's it going? Do you wanna dance with
me?
Offered me a drink as she pinched me in the rear
Put her arms around and she whispered in my ear

Oh baby, I love you so
Theirs a little something I want you to know
Baby let me know, I'm listening let it flow
Baby let it flow, I'm Mister Jack lebeau
Oh when I get my claws in you I ain't gonna letchu go

What's it gonna be cos girl your so fine
I ain't gonna spin you another corny line
I wanna have this dance cos you put me in a trance
Girl you caught my eye no I ain't gonna lie
This summer we'll be dining in the sunshine
And later we'll be romancing over some wine

Oh baby, I love you so
Theirs a little something I want you to know
Baby let me know, I'm listening let it flow
Baby let it flow, I'm Mister Jack lebeau
Oh when I get my claws in you I ain't gonna letchu go

We'd been out late dancing all night
Her legs were so smooth underneath her tights
Summer heat had romance in the air
It was 9am but we didn't care
Hear me now girl these are the facts
I wanna decorate my walls in platinum plaques

Oh baby, I love you so
Theirs a little something I want you to know
Baby let me know, I'm listening let it flow
Baby let it flow, I'm Mister Jack lebeau
Oh when I get my claws in you I ain't gonna letchu go

I go hit after hit and plaque after plaque
I line em all up track after track
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You better stand aside cos I'm hitting the charts
I know your gonna dance when this song comes on
I'm telling you once I won't tell you again
This records coming in at number one

Oh baby, I love you so
Theirs a little something I want you to know
Baby let me know, I'm listening let it flow
Baby let it flow, I'm Mister Jack lebeau
Oh when I get my claws in you I ain't gonna letchu go

Oh baby, I love you so
Theirs a little something I want you to know
Baby let me know, I'm listening let it flow
Baby let it flow, I'm Mister Jack lebeau
Oh when I get my claws in you I ain't gonna letchu go
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